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MAKING ROOM FOR POLITICS  

THE ROLE OF THE LEGISLATURE IN OVERSIGHT AND 
MEASUREMENT – AND WHY THE TECHNICIAN’S 

APPROACH ISN’T GOOD ENOUGH 

ANDREW ELLIS 

This paper addresses the centrality of democratic institutions and the democratic process to the process of 

decision making, oversight and measurement.  It considers these issues specifically in the context of 

developing countries, although many of the points made have much wider validity and application. 

Who is shaping development and for whom?  Do ordinary people have a say?  Although highly valued as 

one of the guiding principles of international development cooperation, ―national ownership‖ is often 

little more than ownership by the executive branch of government.  Not only does this exclude popular 

input into each individual cooperation programme, it creates a perception that development is solely or 

primarily technical – and thus beyond the area of political debate.  There is still a long way to go before 

‗national ownership‘ of development in practice means democratic ownership.   

The Accra Agenda for Action agreed at the OECD 3
rd

 High Level Meeting on Aid Effectiveness has 

acknowledged the problem: 

‗We will engage in open and inclusive dialogue on development policies. We acknowledge the critical 

role and responsibility of parliaments in ensuring country ownership of development processes. In order 

to further this objective we will take the following actions: 

a) Developing country governments will work more closely with parliaments and local authorities in the 

preparation, implementation and monitoring of national development policies and plans.  In doing so, 

governments will engage with civil society organisations (CSOs). 

b) Donors will support efforts to increase the capacity of all development actors – parliaments, central and 

local governments, CSOs, research institutes and the private sector — to take an active role in dialogue on 

development policy and the role of aid in contributing to countries‘ development objectives….‘ 

The challenge is to reflect this text in real changes of practice.  There is no guarantee that the organs of 

executive government will necessarily welcome democracy in development.  The legislature is the key 

venue for debate of political choices and perceptions – and thus the place where a large element of 

democratic ownership ultimately needs to be anchored.   There are many designs for a legislature: 

unicameral or bicameral, within a presidential or a parliamentary system, within a unitary state or a 
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federal system.  Indeed, in some ways legislatures play very different functions within different 

institutional frameworks: in a parliamentary system, it is the role of the opposition to question and 

oversee the activities, outputs and outcomes of government; in a presidential system, it is more likely that 

every member of the legislature plays this role.  Particularly in federal systems, legislative chambers may 

have specific regional representation functions.  Legislatures thus vary greatly in the way that they work.   

All legislatures however share a common responsibility as the representative body of the citizens.  But in 

many countries, legislatures are seen as weak or even irrelevant.  Helping them to assume a greater role 

may not be free of risks.  Ignoring or excluding them is however far more dangerous: it may lay the 

ground both for the emergence of populist shortcuts and/or for systems in which there is little if any link 

between political actors and key national issues. 

Democratic ownership involves the ability of citizens and their representatives to make real political 

choices.  These will frequently reflect real differences between political parties with manifestos and 

policy positions: but this ideal paradigm of political science is not the whole story – indeed such 

differences may only play a very limited role.  In many developing countries, national development 

objectives are not issues that in themselves differentiate the platforms of political contenders.  Especially 

in least developed countries, there may be unanimity of support for development objectives – for example 

in education, health or infrastructure.  Political competition is then rationally judged by criteria of 

leadership competence, level of corruption, or favour of one community or region against another.  But 

whatever the balance between policies, competence and integrity as factors influencing decisions, 

democratic ownership always involves engaging citizens with the need to make real choices and trusting 

them to make real judgments.  When political institutions – with the legislature as the central focus - can‘t 

decide anything of great consequence, people with talent and public commitment may well decide not to 

take part in the political process, and to leave the field to the position seekers and the rent seekers.   

Political space is however often limited by international donors, with their pressures, processes, and even 

conditionalities.  This matters not only in policy setting but in accountability for service delivery.  There 

is often a perception that the recipients of development assistance are more accountable towards the 

donors than towards elected representatives.  As well as being the least acknowledged of the principles in 

the Paris Declaration for Joint Action towards Enhanced Aid Effectiveness (AusAID have even called it 

the ‗orphan principle‘), mutual accountability is focused between donors and governments rather than 

between governments and citizens.  This too has long term implications for the health of political 

institutions.   

It is thus essential for representatives of the development community to support and enlarge ‗room for 

politics‘ – and to do so in the full knowledge that room for politics by definition includes room sometimes 

to do the wrong thing.  Realism about the political process means acceptance that some actors will follow 

short term, sectoral or even venal motivations or will honestly take decisions that do not turn out very 

well.  Also, perceptions matter: it‘s no good improving lives if nobody believes it‘s happening.  Good 

enough governance may be the real counterpart of democratic ownership – but good enough governance 

is based on inclusion of citizens.  Alternatives which may look technically superior are almost certain not 

to perform as well as technically inferior options which have citizen support and democratic buy-in.  

In emphasising the fundamentally political nature of development choices and the oversight of their 

implementation, we have to be careful not to throw the baby out with the bathwater.  Just because there is 

no objective right answer and the technicians should thus not be in control, that emphatically does not 
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mean that measurement and charting is a bad thing.  Results are important, and are indeed one of the five 

Paris principles: and you don‘t know you‘ve achieved results except by debating and agreeing indicators 

to measure them!  Measuring the right things accurately enough is crucial to effective democratic 

oversight.  Defining indicators and responding to their measurement is also a central, political role of the 

legislature, which should be a forum and a catalyst for dialogue about indicators which leads to 

identification of the strengths and weaknesses, successes and failures of both development and 

democracy.  Both the definition of indicators and the process of their measurement need to be transparent 

- the temptation to move complexity from conditionalities to indicators needs to be resisted.  The process 

of measurement also needs to be internally driven, and not to be primarily an exercise in putting numbers 

in boxes.  Ultimately, if the legislature is operating well, it is the meeting point for the many and diverse 

stories that democracy produces.     

None of this assumes that room for politics will always be simple.  Neither development cooperation 

agreements nor poverty reduction strategy papers – PRSPs - are easy reading for the non-initiated.  That 

still does not mean that it is at all acceptable to ignore the legislators and indeed politicians in general, 

and treat development and service delivery as a merely technical exercise in which you take the numbers, 

work out the ‗best‘ programme and let the executive get on with it.  Effective budget support, for 

example, is not just about the capacity of financial institutions but also about the capacity of democratic 

oversight.  Indeed, higher levels of executive control have been shown to mean less fiscal discipline in 

aid-dependent countries.   

Also, while civil society plays a vital role in oversight and accountability, a paradigm of executive 

government implementation with civil society oversight will never be sustainably enough.  Civil society – 

or at least that part of civil society that is involved in oversight - will always have a tendency to be 

skewed to the capital city, is quite likely to be skewed to the elite, and has no inbuilt dynamic of 

institutional memory.  It can only be a part of the solution.  Direct democracy processes – citizens‘ 

initiatives, participatory budgeting – can provide additional richness and engagement but will not alone 

enable sustainable policymaking and oversight.  Both civil society and direct democracy can augment the 

role of representative institutions, but they cannot supplant it – representative institutions are the 

formalisation and the institutional memory of the democratic process.  Once again, the central 

representative institution is the legislature.   

Legislative support and development is therefore an important element of democratic development and a 

task for democracy builders.  Important tools for building and structuring an effective legislature include: 

 Legislature control over its own agenda, staffing and budget 

 Sustainable research support from a secretariat accountable to the legislature and separate from 

the executive civil service 

 Members‘ access – including opposition members‘ access – to official information, backed by 

effective sanction mechanisms 

 Access by legislators to independent statistical services and extragovernmental information 

sources 

 Legislative standing orders which include effective provisions for questioning and oversight, 

including compulsion of witnesses 

 Powerful sectoral committees which develop real subject expertise 

 Commitment to hearings, outreach and advocacy by the legislature 

 Links between political parties and their elected members which are neither completely rigid nor 

completely loose 

 Focus of policy development on service delivery – even in today‘s more fluid political systems 
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As democracy builders, what do we know about effective legislative strengthening?  Both general 

principles of local ownership and sustainability and specific experience show that it is a long term process 

which is about: 

 Listening, trust building, relationships, flexibility and respect for sovereignty – and not telling 

people what to do 

 Understanding political incentives – not just the provision of better technical training on the 

MDGs or the PRSP 

 Recognising that the funder takes more of a low profile and a back seat than in many 

development interventions – and is certainly not conducting a visibility exercise 

 Seeking and emphasising local democratic ownership – in which the legislature is recognised as 

an aligned partner even if legislative strengthening is not a priority of the executive government. 

To summarise, effective development assistance recognizes the impact of political incentive structures 

and involves a serious consideration of political economy issues.  The new OECD DAC GOVNET 

workstream on aid and accountability is a crucial acceptance of this.  The need to find synergies between 

aid effectiveness and democratic development is unavoidable.  Recognition of the role, the views and the 

inputs of legislatures and legislators in policymaking, measurement and oversight will be central to 

success: and tools exist to support legislatures in playing these roles.  Aid effectiveness requires an 

effective and involved legislatures.   

 


